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EXPL RE
Umarfarooq Omarjee,
Development Director at Omarjee
Holidays

Based in Curepipe, this Destination Management Company
is dedicated to providing a unique holiday experience for each
and every one of its clients. Highly innovative and dynamic, it
offers a wide array of top quality tourism services and it takes
pride in exceeding the expectations of holiday-makers.

OMARJEE HOLIDAYS

GOING
ON VACATION
HAS NEVER
BEEN EASIER
enowned for its lasting success
in wholesaling, retailing,
import & export as well as the
real estate business, the Omarjee
Group of Companies decided to
diversify into tourism in 2013. The
Group draws upon more than forty
years of experience to provide
ultimate customer satisfaction in
their new venture. Omarjee Holidays
thus works with valued, servicecommitted travel partners worldwide
to provide a gamut of services,
ranging from the sale of air tickets,
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hotel reservations, transportation,
custom-made activities, excursions,
cruises and weddings to shopping
sprees, medical tourism and business
trips.
Umarfarooq Omarjee, Development Director at Omarjee Holidays,
states that as a niche player, the
company's focus is to attract clients
from the "triangle d'or" area
(Asia/pacific, Middle East and
Africa/Indian Ocean islands) so that
they may discover Mauritius in all its
beauty and enjoy the multifaceted

nature of the island.
Besides, Mauritians are given the
opportunity to rediscover their
country through thrilling tours which
allow them to enjoy various tourist
attractions at competitive prices.
The company, for example, proposes
amazing catamaran trips and a special package for Ile des Deux Cocos.
This gives locals the chance to visit
exquisite spots and to make the most
out of the natural and cultural
wealth of the island. Moreover, extra
activities are organized to enhance

the holiday experience. The company
has also been accredited officially on
the 3rd July 2013 as the representative of the Seychelles Tourism
Board. This allows the team to
propose appealing packages to
Mauritians who wish to spend their
holidays in Seychelles and vice-versa.
Indeed, the company differentiates itself through its efforts to
provide the best deals, spoiling its
customers with exclusive packages
that match their budgets. One can
expect value for money: all is done by

an expert team to come up with the
best possible deal. Agreements with
well-known hotels and agencies
ensure special rates and access to the
most sought-after tourist resorts.
Clients are also spoilt with extra perks
on selected tours and attractions
given the company's partnership with
key travel professionals around the
world.
The company's forte is definitely
its emphasis on making one's dream
vacation become reality. The team of
professional travel consultants strive

to fulfill the traveler's desire for
discovery and enchantment. Both
seasoned and inexperienced travelers
may choose from a variety of exciting
packages according to their budget
and specific requirements. Such
tailor-made packages combined with
a highly personalized service ensure
that each client enjoys a truly memorable holiday experience. While some
may prefer to spend relaxing moments at a sea-sun-sand destination,
others may look forward to exploring
unique flora and fauna in exotic
realms. Omarjee Holidays goes even
further by taking into account special
requests for unique cultural discovery,
local culinary experiences or artistic
exploration that uncover different
ways of life. Clients have thus the
opportunity to journey into heart of
their favorite destinations and create
lifelong memories.
Omarjee Holidays ensures a
hassle-free vacation through destination representation, advice and
support as well as complete assistance throughout. For those who wish
to plan everything from home, the
company provides extensive online
support - a few clicks and the adventure can begin! Otherwise, clients
may simply drop by the office at
Curepipe where the experts are hard
at work to present exceptional deals.
■ Article by Jyotee Ramkhelawon

